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A - Bag body: 2 exterior and 2 lining (15.5” H x 12” W) with 
      a 3” gusset cut on each side. 

     * Optional: Use iron-on interfacing to add more structure 
                      - 2 pieces cut at the same dimensions above.  

 B - Handles: 2 x (4” H x 21” W)

     *Optional: Use iron-on interfacing to add more structure
                     - 2 pieces cut at the same dimensions above. 

Snap buttons x 4
           

WHAT YOU NEED

1. Assemble the exterior bag body and make the gussets.

Ruler

2. Assemble the lining bag body and make the gussets. 

3. Attach the bag body lining to the bag body exterior.

Sewing machine, iron, scissors, and pins

HOW TO MAKE

4. Make the handles  

5. Attach the tool roll body exterior piece to the body.
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A) Place the outer two fabric pieces on top of each other 
with the right sides facing each other and edges aligned and 
sew around the three sides leaving the top unsewn, using a 
3/8 of an inch seam allowance.

Bag Body

x 2 exterior
x 2 lining
x 2 iron-on 
  interfacing
 (optional)

Handles

x 2 exterior
x 2 iron-on 
  interfacing
 (optional)

B) Place the outer two fabric pieces on top of each other 
with the right sides facing each other and edges aligned and 
sew around the three sides leaving the top unsewn, using a 
3/8 inch seam allowance.

Follow the instructions in step 1 to sew the lining, 
except leave a 4” opening midway along one side. 
Leave right sides facing in.
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A) Place the outer part of the bag inside 
the lining so that good sides are facing 
each other. Make sure the top edges and 
seams are aligned.

B) Sew the pieces together along the entire top edge of 
the bag with a ⅜ inch seam allowance. Pull the bag good 
sides out through the unsewn gap in the lining and then 
sew the gap closed using a sewing machine very close to 
the edge, or by hand. 
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Fold both short ends of the straps about a ¼ of an inch, 
then fold and iron the raw edges on the long side twice. 
Sew a top stitch along the two folded edges with your 
sewing machine or sew a blind stitch by hand if you want 
to hide thetop stitch. Repeat for the second handle.

Position both handles at the top edge of the bag, securing them 
from one side seam and extend it beyond the opposite seam for 
an overhang. Repeat the process on the other side with the second 
strap, ensuring overhangs are on opposite sides. Sew the handles 
along the edges, covering approximately 4.5 inches from both sides, 
leaving a 6-inch unsewn area at the center for the handle. 
Attach two snap buttons to both overhang pieces, forming a handle 
when snapped together. 

FINISHED!
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